Care and Use: Glass vacuumware
Important Safeguards:
Your Thermos® brand glass vacuumware is designed for safe use. With all vacuumware products certain safeguards
must be followed to prevent glass breakage. Glass vacuumware breakage can be accompanied by a loud noise and
can cause glass and beverage to eject forcefully.

WARNING:
Glass breakage can cause burns or cuts to eyes, face and hands.







This glass vacuumware product is not recommended for children.
Check for breakage or cracks before use.
Preheat or pre-chill before use to avoid sudden temperature change.
Periodically tighten base to prevent from coming off.
DO NOT put hands, ice, cleaning tools or other objects into glass vacuumware (food jars have protective plastic




liner). Anything other than liquid can cause glass breakage.
DO NOT use carbonated beverages. May cause stopper to eject forcefully.
DO NOT place in the microwave, on a drip coffee maker, stove top, or any other heat source which may damage the



outside surface.
DO NOT drink directly from bottle.

Care and Use:
Wash and rinse the product thoroughly before first use and after each use. Hand washing is recommended for best
results.
1.
2.

Wipe the outside surface with a soft cloth.
Rinse the inside with soap and water.

3.

Rinse with clean water and air dry with stopper and cup removed.






DO NOT use abrasive cleaners or scrubbers since they may dull the finish.
DO NOT use bleach or cleaners containing chlorine on any parts of the product.
DO NOT wash in a dishwasher. Product is not dishwasher safe.
DO NOT immerse in water. Liquids can become trapped in base of glass vacuumware.
For maximum thermal efficiency and to avoid sudden change in temperature, preheat or pre-chill product just prior to
use. Fill with hot/cold tap water, attach lid, and let stand 5 to 10 minutes and empty. After filling, place the lid on the
product to increase thermal efficiency.
To operate the twist and pour stopper:
Twist the stopper clockwise to seal.
Twist the stopper counterclockwise 1/2 to 1 turn so that the pour indicator is pointing down. Pour beverage. Note: the
stopper does not need to be removed to pour liquid. Twist the stopper clockwise to reseal.

